Printing Instructions for Evil Genius VS Spies
Printing the Card Set
The process is simple if you have access to a double sided printer. Download the Card_Set.pdf
document and in the printing dialogue follow these steps.
Printing instructions for Macs: Under "Copies & Pages", change Page Scaling to "None".
"Auto-Rotate and Center" should be checked. Under "Layout", choose Two-Sided: "Long-edge
binding".
Printing instructions for PCs: Under "Paper Handling", change Page Scaling to "None". "AutoRotate and Center" should be checked. Click on Properties. The exact text will vary depending on
your printer, but you want to Print on Both Sides, and set Orientation to Portrait.
If you are printing on thick card stock you must manually flip the pages since it is too thick for the
printer to do it. The card set PDF is laid out such that every odd page is the face and every even page is
the back. There are a couple pages that might be tricky to print so follow this procedure below.
Print the Spy cards on pages 1-14 by printing out the odd pages and then printing the even pages
on the back. Since the back is symmetrical it doesn't matter how you flip the pages.
Then print the cards that are shared on pages 15 and 16. Make sure the card backs are correct.
Print the Evil Genius' cards on pages 17-30 just like the Spy cards above.
Print the Evil Plan cards on 31-34. The back is not symmetrical so make sure they are both the
same direction after printing.
Print the last page of Evil Plans on pages 35-36 separately because it is only half a page.

Printing the Rulebook
The rulebook can be printed back to back or single sided. Make sure the printer is set to landscape
instead of portrait.

Printing the Evil Lair Mat
Follow the instructions in the Evil Lair Mat file.

